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Greetings! Today is Sunday, May 23, 2021  Pentecost Sunday 

On the Day of Pentecost we celebrate the gift of the Holy Spirit descending in a 

mighty rush of wind and flame to inspire the church’s proclamation of Christ’s     

rising and to empower its mission and ministry to the world. God gave the gift of the 

Holy Spirit to empower witnesses to the resurrection. Sounds from heaven, cosmic 

language, the rush of a mighty ruach (wind, spirit, breath) invaded the house in 

which the apostles gathered, and appeared to them as a  burning fire. Tongues of 

fire touched their nerve centers. A power — the unseen power of God — moved among them and gripped them. 

The Holy Spirit is unseen, like the wind, which is why the Old Testament calls it ruach YHWH, “the wind, or 

breath, of God”. The Spirit is the “unseenness of God” working among us.  

When I was 19, my oldest brother was critically     

injured in a farming accident. He was crushed       

between the hydraulic 

bucket and cab of a piece 

of equipment. Upon arrival 

at the emergency room, 

he was not expected to 

live for more than maybe a 

couple of hours-long 

enough for family to be summoned and arrive to say 

goodbye. Fortunately a surgeon on call                  

reconsidered the circumstances and made the      

decision to attempt surgery to attend to the many 

abdominal organs that had been affected. He      

summoned several other surgeons and the team 

went about the business of attempting to repair    

organs and extend my brother’s life. After many 

hours of surgical intervention, my brother was 

placed in intensive care. Amongst other things, he 

was unable to breathe on his own and was placed on 

a ventilator. His injuries were so extensive that the 

break in his back, which would make him a           

paraplegic for life, was inconsequential. He           

remained in the local hospital for less than two days 

before it was determined that it was necessary to 

move him to Chicago to a spinal cord unit that could 

monitor and address all of the injuries including the 

broken spine. All of those years ago, the transport 

was in an ambulance as opposed to what today 

would have been a helicopter.  
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He would die on the way to the hospital in the   

ambulance two times, being revived both times, to 

finally arrive in extremely critical condition. During 

the next two weeks, he would remain on            

ventilation, undergo multiple surgeries including 

spinal cord surgery, and be expected to die at any 

moment. There continued to be no reasonable  

expectation of survival from such extensive       

injuries. My brother was 10 years older than I and 

someone I really looked up to. He bought me my 

first doll which was not a hand me down out of his 

own earnings as a grocery store bagger. But the 

thing I remember the most was that he was an   

expert practical joker. He was driven to play   

practical jokes that would result in the victim     

experiencing             

uncontrollable     

laughter. If his antics 

were not enough,   

tickling you till you 

could laugh no more 

was his next resort. 

And when he was     

finished, he would say 

“I guess you’ve laughed enough for today” as if 

there was a quota to satisfy. He had a really clean 

cut sense of humor that he frequently shared with 

others. 

Continued on Page 3... 
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 Prayer Requests will be added each week by your requests, and will run for two 
weeks unless a request to continue is received. 

 

God’s healing presence:  

                                  For Ginny Heal home recovering from cardiac issues 
                                  For continued prayers for Wendy Kasper 

                                  For Annette Slaney’s Brother-In-Law Folker Mirgle who is in critical care 

                                  For Alice Garman revering from a fall 

                                  For Fritz Wainwright 

                                  For Joseph Celkupa, he is having increased difficulty with balance & mobility 

                                   

God’s comfort: 
                                  For those who serve as caregivers 
                                  For those who support the elderly and the homebound  
                                  For those in need of God’s guiding presence                                                                                               

                                  For Polly Grobelny’s Dauughter, Barbara undergoing testing 

                                  For Carol Shore, who is having same day surgery on Wednesday. 
 

In thanks and praise to God: 

 

                                  For good shepherds in our pulpit  

 

God’s Guidance:       
                                  For all Class of 2021 Graduates 
                                                                                            

From Becky Jensen – For continued prayers for the PNC as they carry on their mission.  

 

God’s blessing to all who sacrifice their time and talent to keep our church active in the community and open for worship.  

Who doesn’t appreciate easy? Easy as pie. A piece of cake! Easy peasy lemon squeezy. If it’s easy, count me in. 

Especially when it comes to preparing food, and that bring us to this week’s recipe. I saw Pam’s recipe for Easy 

Zucchini Dinner and here we are. I just put my zucchini plants in the ground, so that will require an extended prep 

time. Since we are all about easy though, our local markets have plenty on hand. Picking up ready grown          

zucchinis is a big time saver. Pick some up this week, and give this wonderful and easy dish a try!                          

                                                                                  Thanks Pam! 
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Healing Power In Laughter continued from Page 1... 

He was a big fan of Bill Cosby and knew most of his 

routines word for word. He owned all of his albums at 

the time-yes I said albums. So here this guy who   

delivered a lot of laughter to 

others for as long as I could 

remember was laying          

attached to a Stryker frame, 

being turned like a chicken on 

a rotisserie every 30 minutes, 

with a breathing tube down 

his throat into his lungs, hanging on to life by a 

thread. I’m 19 years old and all I can think of is that 

he can’t communicate with us verbally, what he is 

trying to write on small notes is essentially illegible, 

and we really have no idea what is going on in his 

head but I don’t think it can be good. 

Family members were only allowed to be with him 

one at a time for a half hour every two hours. So   

during my time to share with him, one part of me is 

beside myself with the grief for what is going on here 

and knowing that sharing that with him by anything I 

said or did could not possibly be a healthy thing for 

him. And, the other part of me is just trying to figure 

out what I can say or do. So, I resort to one of the  

biggest things he taught me, finding humor in the  

situation we were now in. Even though it was         

incredibly sad, there was a level of humor in the 

camp ground my family had made out of the intensive 

care unit waiting room, sleeping bags and all. So I 

shared with him our feelings that this was not the 

camping trip we envisioned taking with him this year. 

He was seriously going to have to recover and take 

us on a real one in a real camp ground. No visible   

response. So I ramp it up a little and move to the next 

thing I think he might find at least slightly funny. No 

response. Ok, now I’m going for it. I bring out my   

really poor Bill Cosby imitations. I can do some of 

those routines word for word too you know. I can’t 

deliver them like Bill, or for that matter my brother, 

but I do know the words and the general idea so I can 

even adapt them to our family of eight with no     

problem. Interjecting family members in the place of 

originally cast characters,  

I bring on the Noah series, Fat Albert and My Brother       

Russell. I thought maybe I’m not as good as Bill but I should 

as least get a little response of some kind. Better yet, we can 

get an exception and get one of my younger brothers in on it 

and he can do some of the parts! Surely that should get 

some kind of positive response. NOTHING! Oh well, I don’t 

give up easily so I keep the Cosby act going over the next 

couple of weeks even without much response. 

Three weeks into this ordeal, the night shift comes on and 

everything seems to be rushed. It’s not clear to us whether it 

is my brother’s condition or what but things are stressed. 

Then the stress escalates. The nurse caring for my brother 

has made a terrible mistake in turning the Stryker frame.  

Between catching things on the frame and her tripping, she 

has pulled the breathing tube up and out of my brother’s 

lungs and it is now laying on the floor, still attached to the 

ventilator but not my brother. Reinsertion of the tube re-

quires surgery and there is not enough time for that          

obviously. It is now or never, he either breathes on his own 

or he will be gone. 

To the shock of his medical care providers, he is able to 

breathe on his own. In the next     

several days he begins to improve 

significantly every day. One of the 

things he attributed that to was my 

pathetic attempt at humor, humor of 

any kind. He said he was hearing it 

and sometimes even laughing in his 

head but had no way to show it. 

Sometimes he was “laughing” at 

nothing more than my attempts to 

use anything to lightening the very dark mood of the         

situation. The “laughter” took his mind off of the immense 

pain and gravity of the situation. It pulled him out of the 

times he was feeling sorry for himself and had weakening 

resolve to live. As he progressed over the next year, his   

injuries healing as best they could and he learning to        

acclimate to life in a wheel chair, he attributed humor,     

coming from all directions, to be one of the strongest driving 

forces in keeping him alive and going. Throughout the next 

27 years, he was frequently finding even the smallest 

amount of humor in very difficult situations to keep going 

with a strong and positive attitude. I never saw him ignore 

the severity of a situation or be inappropriately disrespectful 

of a serious or solemn situation.   Continued on Page 4... 
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But, when the time was appropriate, he always found a way to 

put laughter in the mix to take the situation in a more             

constructive and healthy direction. 

I know there are studies from some of the most reputable       

universities and research institutions in the world that will tell 

you that laughter has healing powers. But, I don’t need the result 

of any studies to know what humor and laughter has to offer in 

everyday life. So I say, allow yourself to laugh everyday.            

Regardless of how bleak the situation may be, there is likely to 

be at least a sliver of humor somewhere in the day. Find it and 

allow the laughter to contribute a healthier life. 
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